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SUN Language Lab - an Overview

SUN Language Lab and the Objectives

SUN Language Lab Software

SUN Language Lab software is graded language teaching software in five levels for In-Class-Teaching, covers 
learning areas of Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing, Grammar & Vocabulary, Idiomatic Phrases, English 
usages, Collocations and Phrasal Verbs.
SUN Software broadly explains Phonetics with sound drills and videos illustrating the phonology. Students can 
acquire language skills starting from the right pronunciation of the letters of the English alphabet to advanced 
listening and speaking skills.

    To help students understand the phonology, word stress, intonation and pause patterns of English language
    
    To maintain good linguistic competence- through accuracy in Grammar, Pronunciation & Vocabulary
    
    To develop pragmatic competence, to understand the grammatical form, function & scale of formality
    
        To enrich the discourse competence, to prepare the learner to be able to produce contextualise written text
    and speech
    
    To aquire strategic competence to use both spoken & written language in a wide range of communication        
    strategies 
    
    To help the learners to migrate to a higher domain of English Communication and to acquire a globally ac-       
    cepted pronunciation     cepted pronunciation 

SUN Teaching Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

                      Students from various cultures feel hard to learn English and gain proficiency. The thirst of 
English language learning needs some solution and English Language Lab is technological break for impart-
ing skills in English. The SUN Language Lab offers exclusive result oriented and efficient content to enrich 
the English language learning process.
Breaking the traditional teaching method with the rich teaching material, the digital language lab motivates 
student’s learning attitude and provides an interactive learning environment. The language lab is the solu-
tion and need of the hour to learn any language effectively in a short span of time. The quality of the lan-
guage proficiency will be more when they learn it from the Multimedia Language Labs.  By high merit of its 
unique wireless equipment and graded software besides its unambiguous pedagogy SUN Language Lab So-
lution is a stand alone program to enrich and empower English Language teaching-learning in the class-
room.

Vision
To emerge as a significant icon in the educational sector. We strive to offer 
excellence and quality education through our Systematic, Unique and Neot-
eric Technology integrated classroom solutions to meet the 21st century 
teaching-learning challenges.



  Laptop    DLP-Projector and White board or Short Throw Projector with Interactive Smart Board    Wireless 
Transmitter    Wireless Receivers cum Recording Device    ASL Mikes    Lectern

Hardware of SUN English Language Lab

SUN software is a blend of learning-
teaching materials which includes

Advantages of SUN Wireless Language Lab
over wired/computer network based Labs

  Audio Lessons    Video Lessons    Interactive Lessons    Activity based Lessons    Grammar Explanations and 
worksheets    Accent Neutralisation Lessons    Writing and speaking prompts    Group Discussion topics                         
  Audio/Video recording facility    Etiquettes and Situational Conversation Lessons    Academic Supplements-
Text book based Content    Additional Teacher Resources and Teacher Training Modules
This is for teachers to update the current trends in language teaching and to understand the different method of 
CLT (Communicative Language Teaching) in classrooms.
SUN English Language Lab Software has a wide range of content beyond curriculum and syllabus, for better un-
derstanding of Language and would help students to communicate in both formal and informal situations very ef-
fectively.  

Mission
To reach out 5 million learners and 5,000 educational institutions through 
our products, solutions and services by the year 2020. We foster a strong 
sense of commitment towards quality education and consistently focus on 
the R&D programmes to open up new avenues of technology.

SUN Language Lab is the first Wireless Hardware and Software integrated in-class language 
teaching solution.

SUN software is graded and pedagogically aligned in different levels for better understanding.

SUN software comprises a wide range of language learning tools and techniques covering the entire 
aspects of English Language, using the best technology and easy to use interface.

SUN Language Lab has an inbuilt AUDIO and VIDEO recording facility for CCE-ASL.

SUN Language Lab is cost effectiSUN Language Lab is cost effective and hassle free as it is wireless. (not computer network based/wired)

SUN Lab could be set up as a dedicated lab or in case of space constrains, it could be used as a Mobile 
Language Lab.

SUN Language Lab is not affected by power failure, virus or network issues and operational power
 consumption is very less as it is wireless device.

SUN provides frequent content updates, Teacher trainings, and Academic Supplements to meet the 
academic prespectives across all the educational boards beyond general language learning materials.
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